Abstract-The purpose of this research is to automatically construct multiple equivalent test forms that have equivalent qualities indicated by test information functions based on item response theory. There has been a trade-off in previous studies between the computational costs and the equivalent qualities of test forms. To alleviate this problem, we propose an automated system of test construction based on the Bees Algorithm in parallel computing. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed system through various experiments.
INTRODUCTION
E DUCATIONAL assessments occasionally need "multiple test forms" in which each form consists of a different set of items but still has qualities that are equivalent (e.g., equivalent amounts of test information based on item response theory (IRT)) to the others. For example, multiple test forms are needed when a testing organization administers a test in different time slots. To achieve this, multiple test forms are constructed in which all forms have equivalent qualities so that examinees, who have taken different test forms, can be objectively evaluated on the same scale.
In order to construct multiple test forms, e-testing, which accomplishes automated test construction, has recently become popular in research areas involving educational measurement [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , [26] , [27] , [28] , [29] , [30] , [31] , [32] . The methods in previous studies have been used to construct all forms of a test to satisfy the same test constraints (e.g., the number of test items and the amount of test information) to ensure that all forms have equivalent qualities. Van der Linden and Boekkooi-Timminga [6] proposed a sequential method of constructing test forms using linear programming to minimize the fitting errors to the test constraints. The items that had been used for constructing the test were removed from the item bank and then the next test forms were constructed from the remaining items. This method was called "sequential construction." However, there was a serious problem in that the fitting errors in these methods increased as the number of constructed test forms increased.
To solve this problem, Boekkooi-Timminga [16] and Armstrong et al. [14] proposed methods that simultaneously constructed all test forms to minimize the differences in the fitting errors on the test forms. The former used linear programming and the latter used network-flow programming. Although the differences in the fitting errors on the test forms were minimized, the computational costs of these methods exponentially increased as the size of the item bank or the number of test constraints increased.
To reduce the computational costs, van der Linden [19] proposed a big-shadow-test (BST) method that sequentially constructed test forms by minimizing the difference in fitting errors between a current constructed test form and the remaining set of items in the item bank. BST mitigated the problem with computational costs, it did not fundamentally solve the problem.
Another problem with these methods is that they did not take into consideration the maximum number of possible test forms from an item bank. Namely, none of them guaranteed the maximum number of test forms from an item bank. To solve this, Belov and Armstrong [30] formalized the test constructions to maximize the number of test forms with nonoverlapping (i.e., neither of two test forms had a common item; otherwise, it was called an overlapping item) constraints as maximum set-packing problems. However, nonoverlapping conditions interrupt the generation of a sufficiently large number of test forms from an item bank. That is, nonoverlapping conditions interrupt the effective use of an item bank. To solve this problem, Ishii et al. [20] applied a maximum clique technique to the construction of multiple test forms. This method guaranteed the maximum number of test forms with overlapping items. However, the computational costs also exponentially increased as the item bank increased in size. This meant that it was difficult to apply the method in practice. Thus, although BST cannot guarantee the maximum number of test forms, it is still practically the most useful method. However, it is difficult to use BST with overlapping constraints. That is, the item bank cannot effectively be used by BST.
The proposed method in this paper approximates the optimum search approaches such as [20] and [30] using random search algorithm. Namely, the method cannot guarantee the maximum number of test forms, but asymptotically or approximately guarantees it. In addition, this method can be utilized for overlapping constraints.
On the other hand, the approximation method still remains the trade-off between the differences in fitting errors and computational costs. Therefore, the proposed method mitigates the trade-off by applying a parallelcomputing technique that distributes the computational costs to multiple processors without increasing the differences in fitting errors.
Several studies have used random search algorithms in parallel-computing environments to solve optimization problems. For example, He et al. [33] and Borovska [34] used Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Pirim et al. [35] used a tabu search. Moreover, some studies [36] , [37] , [38] have compared the efficiencies of random search algorithms using various optimization problems such as engineering optimization problems, a traveling salesman problem, and complex combination problems. The results of these studies revealed that Bees Algorithm (BA) provided the best accuracies for optimal solutions regardless of the lowest computational time compared with simulated annealing (SIM), GA, and Ant Colony algorithm (ANT). Consequently, BA has a strong possibility to alleviate the tradeoff in constructing multiple test forms since the problems employed in [36] , [37] , [38] , and the constructing multiple test forms are all combinatorial optimization problems and classified as NP-hard problems.
Therefore, we propose a method of constructing multiple test forms based on BA in parallel computing. The proposed approach provides two main advantages:
1. It alleviates the trade-off between computational costs and differences in fitting errors.
It approximately maximizes the number of test
forms with overlapping constraints. Moreover, various experiments were carried out to evaluate how well the new method performed. The results demonstrated the proposed approach could be used to construct multiple test forms with lower differences in fitting errors in less computational time than that with established methods. Another experiment also revealed that the number of test forms constructed with the proposed approach increased as the number of overlapping items increased.
We developed an automated system of test construction and installed it in an actual e-testing system using the new approach.
ITEM RESPONSE THEORY
Most previous studies on the construction of multiple test forms have employed item response theory to measure the quality of test forms [6] , [13] , [14] , [16] , [19] , [30] .
IRT is a modern test theory that describes the relationship between item characteristics and examinee abilities. IRT measures the abilities of examinees on a fixed scale instead of a fixed test for a fixed population. Therefore, we can measure examinee abilities on the same scale although they have taken test forms with different sets of items.
For IRT, u ij indicates the response of examinee jð1; . . . ; nÞ on item ið1; . . . ; mÞ as u ij ¼ 1: Examinee j answers item i correctly; 0: Other cases:
& The probability of a correct answer to item i by examinee j with ability j 2 ðÀ1; 1Þ is assumed to follow the three-parameter logistic model as
where a i 2 ½0; 1Þ is the ith item's discrimination parameter, b i 2 ðÀ1; 1Þ is the ith item's difficulty parameter, and c i 2 ½0; 1 is the ith item's guessing probability parameter. The two-parameter logistic model and the Rasch model are obtained from (1) by subsequently setting c i ¼ 0 and a i ¼ 1.
The item information is a measure of how much discrimination an item provides at different ability levels. The Fisher information function based on the two-parameter logistic model is defined as
where I i is the information on item i and p i is the probability of a correct answer to item i with ability j .
To construct a test, a test author monitors the information functions of all items in the test using a test information function, which is the sum of the information functions of the test items. The test information function of a test including g items is defined as
The traditional methods of constructing multiple test forms, which are described in the next section, construct all test forms so that they have equal qualities by minimizing the fitting errors indicated by the differences between the test information functions of the constructed test forms and the target values of the expected test information function at a set of the examinee's ability levels, Â ¼ f 1 ; . . . ; k ; . . . ; K g. The values of the information function of item i at ability level k are denoted as I i ð k Þ, ði ¼ 1; . . . ; mÞ, and the target values are denoted as T ð k Þ. We must note that the construction methods of multiple test forms were supposed to be implemented after each item's IRT parameters have been collected in the item bank.
TRADITIONAL METHODS OF CONSTRUCTING MULTIPLE TEST FORMS

Sequential Method of Constructing Test Forms
Van der Linden and Boekkooi-Timminga [6] proposed a method that sequentially constructs test forms using linear programming to minimize the following fitting errors:
where
Items that have been employed once are removed from the item bank. Therefore, the fitting errors increase as the number of constructed test forms rises.
Simultaneous Method of Constructing Test Forms
To reduce the differences in fitting errors between test forms, Boekkooi-Timminga [16] proposed a method using linear programming that simultaneously constructed multiple test forms and minimized the differences in fitting errors. Let f; ðf ¼ 1; . . . ; F Þ be the fth test form. The problem can be formalized as minimize y ð5Þ subject to
& However, it is known that the computational costs of this method exponentially increase as the data size increases.
Big-Shadow-Test Method
To mitigate the problem with computational costs in the simultaneous methods of constructing test forms, van der Linden [19] proposed a big-shadow-test method using linear programming that sequentially constructs test forms by minimizing the differences in fitting errors between a currently constructed test form and the set of items remaining in the item bank. They called their "shadow test form" the remaining items set.
The model for currently constructed test form and shadow test form is minimize y ð7Þ subject to The combination of (7-9) minimizes the differences in fitting errors between the currently constructed test form and the items remaining in the item bank. This method eases the computational costs and reduces the differences in fitting errors between the test forms. However, this does not fundamentally solve the problem with computational costs, which remains when large data sizes are used.
On the other hand, another problem with these methods is that they have not taken into consideration a maximum number of possible test forms from an item bank. This means that none of them can guarantee the maximum number of test forms.
Methods of Maximizing Number of Test Forms
Belov and Armstrong [30] proposed a method that formalizes the construction of multiple test forms to maximize the number of test forms from an item bank as maximum set-packing problems. Although this method guaranteed the maximum number of test forms from an item bank, no items were allowed to overlap in the test forms. This interrupted the generation of a sufficiently large of number of test forms from the item bank. Consequently, nonoverlapping conditions interrupted the item bank from being effectively used.
To solve this problem, Ishii et al. [20] applied the maximum clique technique to the construction of multiple test forms. Nevertheless, the computational costs exponentially increased as the data size increased. Namely, this method is difficult to implement in practice.
Therefore, although BST cannot guarantee the maximum number of test forms, it is still practically the most useful method. However, it is difficult to use BST with overlapping constraints.
Problems with Traditional Methods
The two main problems with traditional methods of constructing multiple test forms can be summarized below:
1. In order to construct equivalent test forms, the traditional methods enable test forms to be constructed that minimize the differences in fitting errors between all forms. However, the differences in fitting errors decrease as the computational costs increase. That is, there is a trade-off between the differences in fitting errors between the test forms and the computational costs.
A maximum number of test forms from an item bank
that cannot be guaranteed and overlapping constraints are difficult to be implemented. That is, the item bank cannot effectively be used in practice. The main purpose of the research discussed in this paper is to solve these two problems.
METHODS OF CONSTRUCTING MULTIPLE TEST FORMS BASED ON BEES ALGORITHM IN PARALLEL COMPUTING
Algorithm for Constructing Multiple Test Forms in Parallel Computing
In this paper, we propose a method which approximates the optimum search approaches such as [20] and [30] using random search algorithm. Namely, the proposed method cannot guarantee the maximum number of test forms, but asymptotically or approximately guarantees it. In addition, the proposed method can be utilized for overlapping constraints.
Several studies have used random search algorithms in parallel-computing environments to solve optimization problems. For example, He et al. [33] and Borovska [34] used GA and Pirim et al. [35] used a tabu search.
Moreover, some studies have compared the efficiencies of random search algorithms using various optimization problems. For example, Yang [36] compared GA and BA using engineering optimization problems. Wong et al. [37] compared ANT, GA, and BA using a traveling salesman problem. While Pham et al. [38] used complex combination problems to compare ANT, SIM, GA, and BA. The results of these studies revealed that BA provided the best accuracies for optimal solutions with the lowest computational time. Accordingly, BA has a strong possibility to alleviate the trade-off in constructing multiple test forms since the problems employed in [36] , [37] , [38] , and the construction of multiple test forms are all combinatorial optimization problems and classified as NP-hard problems.
Consequently, we employ BA to construct the multiple test forms discussed in this paper.
Bees Algorithm
BA is an optimization algorithm inspired by the natural foraging behavior of honey bees to find the optimal solution [39] . Honey bees live in a hive where they store honey that they have foraged. Honey bees can communicate the locations of food sources to their hive mates by performing a so-called "waggle dance." The durations of this dance are proportional to the quantities of food at the sources. By engaging in this behavior, large groups of bees are recruited to forage sources that contain large quantities of food. This reduces the individual time required to forage for food.
To introduce the main idea behind BA, we will briefly describe the study by Wong et al. [37] , which proposed BA for solving the traveling salesman problem.
The well-known traveling salesman problem is defined as follows: given n cities, find the shortest route that starts in a specific city, visit all other cities once, and finish in the starting node. This problem is the well-known NP-hard problem.
There is an outline of BA [37] for solving the traveling salesman problem in Fig. 1 . First, artificial bees generate the initial population of routes (solutions) using a random search technique [40] to find cities they will visit next. Then, the initial population is evaluated to measure the total length of each route (fitness value). Second, the artificial bees iteratively improve the initial population. That is, the routes from the initial population are selected according to selection probabilities that are inversely proportional to the total lengths of the routes. After that, artificial bees are recruited to improve the selected routes. This method of recruiting is applied by observing the waggle dance of honey bees. The numbers of recruited artificial bees are inversely proportional to the total lengths of the selected routes. Then, the artificial bees generate a new population using a neighborhood-search technique [41] in which the artificial bees find shorter routes being influenced by the selected routes. Namely, the artificial bees select cities using selection probabilities that are inversely proportional to the distances between cities and the selection probabilities of cities that are included in the selected routes are higher than that of the other cities. The process in the second step is iterated until the stopping criterion is met.
Bees Algorithm for Constructing Multiple Test Forms
In this section, we propose a method of constructing test forms based on BA that constructs multiple equivalent test forms by minimizing the difference in fitting errors between test forms and maximizing the number of test forms. This construction has an approximate time complexity of Oðc Á m! Á 2 f Þ, where c is the number of test constraints, m is the number of items in an item bank, and f is the number of constructed test forms that satisfy all test constraints. Therefore, the construction of multiple test forms is classified as an NP-hard problem. To reduce the computational time, we divided the construction of test forms into two steps (two-step test construction):
Step A (Satisfying Test Constraints). Construct test forms only to minimize the fitting errors of each form to test constraints without taking into consideration the equivalence of test forms. Therefore, the approximate time complexity of this step is Oðc Á m!Þ. Here, the constructed test forms are still not equivalent.
Step B (Equating Test Forms with Maximizing the Number of Them). Extract the most equivalent set of test forms from the constructed test forms in Step A that minimizes the difference in fitting errors among test forms and maximizes the number of test forms. The approximate time complexity in this step is Oð2 f Þ. The time complexity for constructing test forms is reduced
The BA in the proposed method is applied as a search algorithm to both steps.
Test constraints can be divided into the following two types: 1) test constraints about each test form (e.g., the number of total test items and the number of items from each subject) and 2) test constraints about the relationships among test forms (e.g., the number of overlapping items).
The details on both steps are described as follows:
Step A. The BA for Step A is outlined in Fig. 2 . In this step, each artificial bee constructs one test form by sequentially selecting items that satisfy test constraints and minimize fitting errors until the construction of the test form is completed. As mentioned above, the test constraints in this step are only constraints about each test form. The first group of artificial bees constructs test forms using a random search and the later groups of artificial bees improve the constructed test forms using a neighborhood search. For more details, Step A is divided into the following five steps:
In
Step A-1, the first group of artificial bees is generated and it constructs test forms. The artificial bees select the first items according to the uniform distributions of "itemselection probabilities." Next, the artificial bees iteratively update the item-selection probability distributions according to two rules:
1. The item-selection probability of each remaining item is inversely proportional to the fitting error of the constructed test form if this form includes the remaining item. 2. The item-selection probability of each remaining item becomes zero if no test constraints are satisfied. The item-selection probability, p, for item i after t items are selected is extended from Luecht's [22] method as
where q i;t is an item-selection coefficient and d i;t is a binary variable that equals zero if item i does not satisfy any test constraints or is one otherwise. Here, A t is the set of indexes of remaining items, g is the number of total items for the test, and m is the total of items in the item bank. The expression in (11),
means the fitting error at k after t items have been selected. The artificial bees iteratively select the next items according to the updated item-selection probability distributions until the test-form constructions are completed. After all artificial bees in the first group have completed the test-form constructions, all constructed test forms are stored in a system memory. Next, the test forms in the system memory are selected so that they can be improved by the next group of artificial bees using a neighborhood search.
In
Step A-2, the fitting errors for the test forms in the system memory are evaluated and the form-selection probability distribution is calculated. The selection probability, p, of test form f can be calculated as
where e f denotes the fitting errors of the test form, and N denotes the number of total test forms in the system memory. According to (12) (13) , the selection probabilities of test forms are inversely proportional to the fitting errors. In
Step A-3, the test forms in the system memory, which will be improved by the next group of artificial bees, are selected according to the form-selection probability distribution in Step A-2.
Step A-4, artificial bees in the second group are generated and recruited to improve the selected test forms from Step A-3 according to the probability distribution calculated using (12-13) but here, e f denotes the fitting errors of selected test forms and N denotes the number of total selected test forms. The number of recruited artificial bees, N bee , for selected test form f can be calculated as
where N All bees is the number of total artificial bees in the second group. In
Step A-5, the artificial bees construct new test forms using a neighborhood search in which the artificial bees sequentially select items to minimize the fitting errors being influenced by the selected test forms in Step A-3. For more details, the artificial bees iteratively update the itemselection probability distributions according to two rules:
The rules in
Step A-1.
If each remaining item is included in the selected test
form, the selection probability of this item is higher than the selection probabilities of the other items. In these steps, the item-selection probability, p i;t , in (10) is combined with BA [37] as
where i;t is the selection fitness of the item that increases the item-selection probability if item i is included in a selected test form or otherwise, it decreases the itemselection probability. Here, is a binary variable that turns the influence of selection fitness on and off and 2 ½0; 1Þ controls the significance level for adjusting the proportion between the selection fitness i;t and the term ðd i;t = i;t Þ that refers to fitting errors of the currently constructed test form. Step A.
where is a fitness value. If equals 1, the next item is selected according to the set of indexes of items F t , else the next item is selected from items that are not included in F t . jF t j and jA t j are the numbers of elements in sets F t and A t , respectively. After all artificial bees in the second group have completed the test-form constructions, all constructed test forms are evaluated and stored in the system memory if the test forms satisfy two conditions:
1. The fitting errors of the test forms are smaller than the smallest fitting error in the system memory. 2. The test forms are not the same as the stored test forms in the system memory. If the stopping criterion is not met, the process returns to
Step A-2; otherwise, it goes to Step B.
A collection of test forms with small fitting errors is created in this step. However, at this stage, the constructed test forms are still not equivalent because the test constraints describing the relations between test forms are not satisfied.
Step B. The BA for Step B is outlined in Fig. 3. In Step B, the largest and most equivalent set of test forms, which minimizes the difference in fitting errors between test forms and maximizes the number of test forms, is extracted from the collection of test forms from Step A. The difference in fitting errors between test forms is indicated by a standard deviation, , of fitting errors. The test constraints satisfied in this step concern the relationships among test forms. Each artificial bee in the first group extracts a set of test forms by sequentially selecting them to minimize the standard deviation of fitting errors using a random search until this artificial bee cannot find any more available test forms. The later groups of artificial bees improve the extracted sets of test forms using a neighborhood search. To provide more detail, Step B is divided into additional five steps.
Step B-1, the artificial bees in the first group are generated and they load the collection of test forms from the system memory. They select the first test forms according to the uniform distributions of "form-selection probabilities." Next, the artificial bees iteratively calculate the formselection probability distributions according to the rule that the selection probability of each remaining test form is inversely proportional to the standard deviation of fitting errors of the currently extracted set of test forms if this set includes the remaining test form. The form-selection probability, p, for the test form, f, after l test forms are selected is defined as
where f;l is the standard deviation and d f;l is a binary variable that equals zero if form f does not satisfy any test constraints and is one otherwise. Here, A l is the set of indexes of remaining test forms, V f;l is the set of indexes of selected test forms including the remaining test form, f, e r is the fitting error of test form r defined in (13) , and V f;l is the average of fitting errors of test forms in V f;l . To maximize the number of test forms, the artificial bees iteratively select the next test forms according to the calculated formselection probability distributions until all available test forms have been selected. After all artificial bees finish extracting the test forms, all sets of test forms are stored in the system memory. Next, the sets of test forms in the system memory are selected so that they can be improved by the next group of artificial bees using a neighborhood search.
Step B-2, the standard deviations of fitting errors of the sets of test forms in the system memory are evaluated and the selection-probability distribution of the sets of test forms is calculated. The selection probability, p, of the set of test forms s can be calculated as
where s denotes the standard deviation of the set of test forms, M denotes the number of total sets of test forms in the system memory, V s is a set of indexes of selected test forms in the set of test forms, and Vs is the average of fitting errors of test forms in V s . According to (19) (20) (21) , the selection probabilities of test forms are inversely proportional to the standard deviations. In
Step B-3, the sets of test forms in the system memory, which will be improved by the next group of artificial bees, are selected according to the generated selection-probability distribution in Step B-2.
Step B-4, artificial bees in the second group are generated and recruited to improve the selected sets of test forms in Step B-3 according to the probability distribution calculated using (19) (20) (21) , but here, s denotes the standard deviation of a selected set of test forms s and M denotes the number of total selected sets of test forms. The number of recruited artificial bees, N bee , for the selected set of test forms s can be calculated as
where N All bees is the number of total bees in the second group. In
Step B-5, the artificial bees sequentially select the test forms using a neighborhood search to minimize the difference in fitting errors being influenced by the selected sets of test forms in Step B-3. To provide more detail, the artificial bees iteratively calculate the form-selection probability distributions according to two rules:
1. The rule in Step B-1.
If each remaining test form is included in the
selected set of test forms, the form-selection probability of this form is higher than the form-selection probabilities of the other forms. In these steps, the form-selection probability, p f;l , in (16) is combined with BA [37] as
where f;l is the selection fitness of the test form that increases the selection probability if test form f is included in a selected set of test forms or otherwise, it decreases the selection probability. Here, is a binary variable that turns the influence of selection fitness on and off and 2 ½0; 1Þ controls the significance level for adjusting the proportion between the selection fitness f;l and the term ðd f;l = f;l Þ that refers to fitting errors of the currently extracted set of test forms. That is, if is small, bees select next test forms to follow the selected set of test forms. If is large, bees select next test forms to minimize the difference in fitting errors and ignore the selected set of test forms. If is zero, (23) becomes (16) . The artificial bees iteratively select the next test forms according to the calculated form-selection probability distributions until all available test forms have been selected to maximize the number of test forms. To describe selection fitness, f;l , F l denotes the set of indexes of test forms in the selected set that is expected to be improved. The selection fitness is
where is a fitness value. If equals 1, the next test form is selected according to the set of indexes of test forms F l , else the next test form is selected from the test forms that are not included in F l . jF l j and jA l j are the numbers of elements in sets F l and A l , respectively. After all artificial bees have finished extracting the test forms, the sets of test forms are evaluated and stored in the system memory if these sets have standard deviations of fitting errors that are smaller than the smallest standard deviation in the system memory.
If the stopping criterion is not satisfied, the process returns to Step B-2; otherwise, this method selects the set of test forms that has the smallest standard deviation of fitting errors, as the final result.
However, there is a trade-off between the differences in fitting errors between test forms and the computational time. Therefore, in the next section, we explain the application of a parallel-computing technique to the construction of multiple test forms based on BA to minimize the trade-off.
Parallel Computing
The proposed construction of multiple test forms based on BA is implemented in a parallel-computing environment that includes one server and several workers as shown in Fig. 4 . The server has an item bank, a test database, and a system memory. The server and workers are connected via a network.
According to Fig. 1 , the processes that can be divided and distributed to be performed by the workers are: 1) initialize the population of solutions and 2) generate a new population of solutions. These divisible processes in the proposed approach are Steps A-1, A-5, B-1, and B-5. Using a parallelcomputing technique, the computational cost of constructing the test forms for each processor core is calculated by dividing the computational cost by the number of processor cores. Therefore, we can decrease the computational time by increasing the number of total processor cores of workers. As a result, we can relax the trade-off by using the proposed method and the parallel-computing technique.
The new method was developed using Java as the development tool and implemented in a parallel-computing environment, which is the Java Parallel Processing Framework [42] . The system had six units of computer nodes including one server and five workers and each unit was equipped with a 2.5-GHz Quad-Core Intel processor. The workers have a total of 20 processor cores.
Since the five workers had the same performance, the divisible processes in the proposed approach were divided into five equal parts before they were distributed to the workers.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We carried out four experiments to evaluate the proposed method for constructing multiple test forms. We used simulated item banks in the first experiment and actual item banks from the Japan Information Technology Engineers' Examination [43] in the remaining experiments.
Accuracy and Speed of Construction of Multiple Test Forms
We compared the proposed method (BA) with BA in a parallel-computing environment, the big-shadows-test method [19] , the GA for constructing multiple test forms proposed by Sun et al. [32] (GA S ), and a GA based on a twostep test construction (GA 2 ) to demonstrate its accuracy and speed in constructing multiple test forms. GA S simultaneously constructed multiple test forms to minimize the fitting errors and the difference in the fitting errors. Although some experiments in [32] proved that GA S could construct multiple equivalent test forms quite well, the implemented test constraints and the implemented item banks were too simple for actual application. Here, we compared GA S with the proposed method in this experiment. Moreover, we developed GA 2 based on the two-step test construction described in Section 4.3 in which BA is replaced by GA to compare the performances of BA and general GA under the same conditions. BA, BST, GA S , and GA 2 were used to construct multiple test forms to minimize the fitting errors indicated by the sum of the absolute differences (SADs) between the expected test information function and the test information functions of the constructed test forms at five levels of ability, Â ¼ fÀ2; À1; 0; 1; 2g, and to minimize the difference in fitting errors indicated by the standard deviation of SADs in the constructed test forms. The test information function described in this paper is based on the two-parameter logistic model of IRT. We used three simulated item banks that had a total number of items I of 5,000, 10,000, and 20,000. Each item in the item banks belonged to one area of a subject and each area belonged to one subject. The distributions of item parameters a and b in the item bank are given in Table 1 . The set of test constraints for all the item banks was the same. The details on the test constraints are listed in Table 2 . Each construction method was used to construct five test forms without overlapping the items between the test forms. The target values of the expected test information function, T ð k Þ, at each ability level of Â were assigned as follows: f1; 5; 12; 15; 2g.
We defined the stopping criteria of BA and GA 2 as follows:
The fitting errors of constructed test forms are not lower than the smallest fitting error of the stored test forms in the system memory.
For
Step B:
1. The differences in fitting errors of extracted sets of test forms are not lower than the smallest difference of fitting errors of stored set of test forms in the system memory. 2. The fitting errors of extracted sets of test forms are not lower than the smallest fitting error of stored set of test forms in the system memory. The parameters in Steps A and B of BA for item banks I ¼ 5;000; 10;000; and 20;000 were 10, 15, and 20, respectively. The other BA parameters are defined as follows: ¼ 1 and ¼ 0:95 for Steps A and B.
The stopping criterion for GA S was when the average and standard deviations of the fitting errors of the set of constructed test forms (a new generation) were not lower than that of the set of previously constructed test forms (parent).
BST, GA S , and GA 2 were developed using Java as the development tool. The linear programming problems in BST were solved by using CPLEX [44] . The implemented parallel-computing environment for BST consisted of nine units of computer nodes including one server and eight workers. Each unit was equipped with a 2.5-GHz Quadcore Intel processor. The workers have a total of 32 processor cores. Table 3 lists the method, the number of processor cores, the size of item bank, average and standard deviation for the SADs of the constructed test forms, and computational time.
The averages and standard deviations for the SADs of the constructed test forms using BA are smaller for item banks I ¼ 5;000, 10;000, and 20;000 with a single processor core than the results from BST, GA 2 , and GA S .
According to the results, BA can be used to construct test forms with fitting errors and with differences in these errors that are smaller than the results from the traditional methods. However, BA required a higher computational time.
When the parallel-computing technique is used, the averages and standard deviations of the test forms constructed using BA in the parallel-computing environment are equivalent to the results of BA using a single processor, but BA in the parallel-computing environment required a lower computational time than the other methods using a single processor.
The results obtained from this experiment indicated that the proposed method improves the traditional construction of multiple test forms.
In the next three experiments, the actual item banks were implemented to show the effectiveness of the proposed method in the context of actual situations.
Parameter Tuning for Accuracy of Constructing Multiple Test Forms
In this experiment, we changed the parameters in (15) and (23) for Steps A and B to show how BA controls the fitting errors and the difference in the fitting errors. We used the actual item bank I ¼ 519 with 32 constraints. The distributions of item parameters a and b in the item bank are given in Table 1 . Each item in the item bank belongs to one area of a subject and each area belongs to one subject. The details of the test constraints are listed in Table 2 . The expected number of constructed test forms was four and no overlapping items between the test forms were allowed. Before constructing the test forms, we defined the target values of the expected test information function, T ð k Þ, at each Â ability level as follows: {1.1, 1.3, 1.1, 0.5, 0.25}. The proposed method was implemented in the parallel-computing environment described in Section 4.4. Table 4 lists the method, the value of in Steps A and B, the average and standard deviation for the SADs of the constructed test forms, and the computational time. Here, the BA subscriptions, respectively, indicate the values of in Steps A and B and x indicates any value of where 2 f1; 10; 100g. The results show that the average and standard deviations for the SADs of the constructed test forms using BA 10;10 are the lowest. We can see that, although BA 1;x or BA x;1 requires low computational time, the averages and standard deviations for the SADs of the constructed test forms using them are large.
When the parameters in Step A are changed, the averages of the fitting errors for the SADs of the constructed test forms using BA 10;x and BA 100;x are lower than those when using BA 1;x . However, the averages and standard deviations of the fitting errors for the SADs of the constructed test forms using BA 100;x are not lower than those when using BA 10;x . For more details, in Step A, the numbers of constructed test forms using BA 100;x are smaller than those when using BA 10;x , since BA 100;x satisfies the stopping criterion faster than BA 10;x . Therefore, the possibility of finding equivalent test forms in Step B when the parameters in Step A are equal to 100 becomes lower than when the parameters in Step A are equal to 10.
When the parameters in Step B are changed, the averages and standard deviations for the SADs of the constructed test forms using BA x;100 are close to that of the constructed test forms when using BA x;10 , but BA x;100 requires a higher computational time. This shows the difference in computational time between a BA with a high parameter in
Step B that ignores the selected set of test forms as described in Section 4.3 and a BA with an appropriate parameter in Step B.
Number of Processor Cores Related Performance
This experiment was used to demonstrate the computational time for the proposed method when the number of processor cores in the parallel-computing environment increased. We employed the actual item bank I of 2,385 with 112 test constraints. The distributions of item parameters a and b in the item bank and the details of the test constraints are given in Tables 1 and 2 . The target values of the expected test information function, T ð k Þ, at each ability level of Â were {2, 5, 4, 2, 1}. To find the differences in the computational time, we changed the number of processor cores (4, 8, 12, 16, and 20) and overlapping items between test forms were not allowed. The proposed method was used to construct multiple test forms to minimize the fitting errors that were described in Section 5.1. We defined the stopping criteria as described in Section 5.1. The parameters of BA are defined as follows: ¼ 1; ¼ 1; ¼ 0:95 for Steps A and B. Table 5 lists the number of constructed test forms, average and standard deviation of the SADs for the constructed test forms, and computational time. The results indicate that there are no significant differences among SADs due to the different numbers of processor cores. The computational time, on the other hand, decreases when the number of processor cores increases. This means that the computational time for the test constructions using the proposed method can be decreased while keeping the fitting errors approximately constant. Namely, the proposed method relaxes the trade-off between the fitting errors and the computational time.
Overlapping Construction of Test Forms
The proposed method allows the overlapping items; therefore, it is expected to increase the number of constructed test forms. This experiment revealed how the number of constructed test forms increased when the number of overlapping items increased. The proposed method was used to construct multiple test forms not only to minimize the fitting errors that were described in Section 5.1 but also to maximize the number of test forms from an item bank. We used the smallest item bank, I ¼ 517, and 32 test constraints. The number of total test items was 20. To find the different numbers of constructed test forms when the number of overlapping items increased, we changed the number of overlapping items (0, 1, 2, 3, and 4). The proposed method was implemented in the parallel-computing environment described in Section 4.4.
We defined the stopping criteria as described in Section 5.1 and added one more criterion that stops the calculation of
Step B when the sizes of extracted sets of test forms are not larger than the largest size of stored set of test forms in the system memory. The parameters of BA are defined as follows: ¼ 1; ¼ 1; ¼ 0:95 for Steps A and B. As mentioned before, Ishii et al. [20] proposed a method which guarantees the maximum number of possible constructed test forms with allowing the overlapping items. However, the computational time of the method increases exponentially as the size of the item bank increases. In this experiment, the method cannot provide the guaranteed maximum number of test forms from the item bank in reasonable time. On the other hand, BST requires a huge computational time when overlapping constraints are permitted. Therefore, we performed this experiment using only the proposed method. Table 6 lists the number of overlapping items, the number of constructed test forms, the average and standard deviation of SADs for the constructed test forms, and the computational time.
The number of constructed test forms exponentially increases with the rise in the number of overlapping items. Although the number of test forms increases, the standard deviation for SADs does not tend to increase. This means that the differences in fitting errors in the constructed test forms are constant for the numbers of test forms.
However, the computational time with the proposed method increased in proportion to the number of overlapping items. This problem might be solved by increasing the number of processor cores in the system.
AUTOMATED TEST CONSTRUCTION SYSTEM (ATCS)
Using the proposed method of constructing multiple test forms, we developed an automated test construction system and installed it into an e-testing system [45] . The e-testing system was developed to support test authors in creating items, analyzing test data, and in constructing and delivering large-scale assessments, such as for university entrance examinations, the Japan Information Technology Engineers' Examination, or for Tests of English as a Foreign Language. Since the proposed method can construct multiple equivalent test forms using large item banks without a trade-off between the difference in fitting errors and the computational time, it appropriates for an e-testing system.
Although ATCS using the proposed method was developed for constructing high-stake tests from large item banks, this system also supports the construction of lowstake tests from small item banks such as online assessments in classes and self-assessments in e-learning.
When a test author constructs multiple test forms using ATCS, he/she first defines the test constraints for the expected multiple test forms through an interface, as shown in Fig. 6 . For more details, the maximum and minimum numbers of items from each knowledge domain are entered into the right table of the interface. The interface in Fig. 6 shows the details of constraints for constructing tests from the item bank of Japanese Language Proficiency Test. The target values for the expected test information function, the maximum and minimum rates for correct answers, the maximum and minimum response times, and the number of overlapping items are entered into the left table of this interface. After the test author has clicked onto the "Start construction" button, ATCS automatically receives the defined test constraints from the interface, and constructs test forms using the defined test constraints and the items from the item bank. After ATCS has finished constructing the multiple test forms, it stores the constructed test forms in the test database. ATCS is implemented in the parallel-computing environment described in Section 4.4.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a method of constructing multiple test forms based on the Bees Algorithm in parallel computing. The proposed method distributes the computational costs over multiple processors to mitigate the trade-off between computational costs and the differences in fitting errors on the test forms. We compared the proposed method and traditional methods of constructing multiple test forms using actual item banks and test constraints. The results revealed that the proposed method required lower computational time than the traditional methods while the differences in fitting errors for the constructed test forms were lower or close to that of the traditional methods. These results confirm that the trade-off was mitigated using the new method.
Moreover, the proposed method approximately guarantees the maximum number of test forms from an item bank with overlapping constraints. We demonstrated the construction of multiple test forms with overlapping constraints using the proposed methods. The results indicated that the number of constructed test forms exponentially increased with the rise in the number of overlapping items. That is, the item bank could be used more effectively by permitting overlapping constraints. Moreover, only the new approach could construct the multiple test forms in reasonable time. This meant that the method we propose requires less computational time than the traditional methods and it is possible to implement it in practice.
In addition, we developed an automated test construction system using the proposed method and installed it in an actual e-testing system.
To be exact, we should have determined that all the constructed test forms would satisfy the expected constraints to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. However, it is impossible to provide a huge number of actual test forms to examinees. It should be noted that this paper implicitly assumes that the constructed test forms ideally satisfy the expected test constraints. Moreover, some limitations from the experiments still remain, such as each item provides evidence of only one area or only a few types of test constraints were used. To obtain more generalized results, there should be more types of constraints (e.g., avoiding a related item in the same test form, the number of words in the items, the response times, the sequence of items order, and the distribution of the item-selection frequencies) and more types of item banks (e.g., item banks that have different distributions of the item parameters, an item belongs to one or more areas).
